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From DK's top-selling crafting author, Jane Bull, Made By Me contains more than 30 homespun

craft projects for young crafters. The book is divided into three sections, on knitting, sewing, and

embroidery, and each one begins with a primer on basic techniques and stitches. Then lots of

simple and sweet projects help children master needle skills while making bags, dolls, bracelets,

hats, and more. Kids will love giving their creations as gifts, or keeping them to enjoy!
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I just can't get over what a cute, perfect book this is for little girls! I would say there is something

here to interest the beginner from age 4 to 12 (obviously with big differences in how independently

they work). It starts with a couple of pages about how to make your own sewing basket, if you don't

want to buy one. Your child could help with this, of course. My daughter received the book at five

with a sewing basket full of all the recommended products and it has been the biggest hit!The book

is just a winner all around. Some of the projects include transferring your child's drawings onto fabric

to embroider (a PERFECT gift item for grandparents!), embellishing a t-shirt, tapestry and

cross-stitch work, sewing a doll and simple clothes, drawstring pouches, lavender bags, felt lockets

and stuffed toys (especially good for young beginners, as felt is so easy to work with), felt flowers (to

embellish hair clips, pony tails, etc.), ribbon bag, and felt cupcakes and pincushions. The knitting

section includes purses, hats and scarves with pompoms using knitting dolls (even teach you how



to make one yourself), finger knitting and needles.If you're looking for the perfect gift for a little girl,

this is it. Collect a basket of supplies and wait for the creative genius to start.

This book is a beautiful and fun intro to fabric and yarn arts. Photos and ideas are colorful and

creative. Instructions are clear photos and easy step to step. My grand daughter, aged 7, spent a

week with me. This book kept us busy and happy all week as she learned so much. The book will

be great for her older cousin too.

I got this book out of our local library and will now be buying it for my niece for Christmas. The

pictures are great, the instructions are clear and the projects are interesting (things I would like to

have around). I especially appreciate the "can do " attitude the author has in approaching her

projects. She doesn't insist on needing to buy tools like pompom makers or spool knitters. In the

true spirit of DIY and crafting she tells you how to use cardboard or paper clips. Love it! I might need

a copy for me!

The photos are descriptive and show step by step photo instructions on how to create the projects

as well as a photo of the completed projects. Everything about the book is cheerful and fun. I

purchased it for my daughter and the subsequently for several friends daughters for birthday gifts

along with some of the project elements so they could get started. It makes a GREAT gift. Super fun

for those rainy summer days when there's nothing to do. FIVE STARS!

I bought Made by Me as a companion book to Crafty Creatures by Jane Bull. The pictures and

projects really appeal to the â€˜little girlâ€™ in me. Although it is clearly geared toward little girls,

older children and/or adults could easily complete many of the projects. Colorful embroidered

pouches, lavender or dried herb bags, pocket lockets are a few of the projects that would make

great gifts. Very basic embroidery, sewing and knitting instructions are included with clear pictures

and directions. This is not a book for anyone looking for advanced skills or projects, probably

including children. Itâ€™s perfect children who are beginners, and for adults whose â€˜inner

childâ€™ is looking for a sweet treat.

I purchased this for my daughter along with a bunch of other sewing "stuff", she read the whole

thing cover to cover, quietly plotting her next project! It is pretty basic, but photos are good and

seem to stimulate the creative juices.



This was the cutest little book. It is full of simple & adorable ideas for a beginning crafter. Even us

older crafters said we might have to get us a book like this. It shows many types of different crafts.

For example sewing, crocheting & many other types of things. It is a good place for a beginner to

start & see what sparks their interest before you invest in multiple books & projects.

This book is full of really cute ideas for homemade crafts. I got this for my 7 year old daughter. Most

projects require adult assistance for her age. One drawback for us was that there are only a couple

crafts for each "subject" so you have to buy a lot of supplies to do all of the crafts. We have only

focused on sewing crafts so far.
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